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Metallic Latex Balloons 

China Borun Balloon Factory is one of the most 

famous balloon factories in China, making metallic 

latex balloons, and is also a well-known balloon 

manufacturer in the latex balloon industry. Borun 

latex balloon factory produces cheap metallic latex 

balloons, customers buy here are discounted 

metallic latex balloons, although cheap but the 

quality of metallic latex balloons is quite high. 

China balloon factory has been receiving 

international orders for more than 10 years. With 

the help of Qianjia brand, it has a large market share in America and Europe. The metallic 

latex balloons purchased from Borun Balloon factory have won the recognition of many 

customers because of their low price and high quality. 

 

 

Product Description 

At present, Borun Balloon factory has 4 production lines in China to produce metallic latex 

balloons, producing no less than 100,000 metallic latex balloons every day. The mature 

production technology and strict quality inspection make the quality of our metallic latex 

balloons without any problem when leaving the factory, which is also the reason why China 

borun Balloon factory accounts for a high proportion in China's balloon export trade. 

  

There are more than 50 kinds of metallic latex balloons made in China,each color has a 

professional colorist, our color is very beautiful. In the production process we have more than 5 

years in the balloon industry professional glue engineer to prepare latex raw materials. 

Professional technology and color, is the characteristics of Borun balloon factory. 

  

We are producing 5 ", 10 ", 12 ", 18 "and 36" for each metallic latex balloon color. These 

metallic latex balloon sizes are among the best sellers in the international balloon market. 

Therefore, in order to let the wholesale metallic latex balloon customers can get the purchased 

metallic latex balloon as soon as possible, we have sufficient stock. At present, THE 

production speed of Borun Balloon factory can provide a daily shipment of 100,000 metallic 

latex balloons. We will ensure that customers can receive the goods in the fastest time. 

  

The metallic latex balloon produced by borun balloon factory can be customized, you can 

customize your balloon packaging, we have professional designers to provide you with 

packaging design. You can choose the number of metallic latex balloons per package, can be 

the same color or mixed color, our professional staff will concentrate on your service.If you 

contact us with Whats App or email, we'll offer you a look at discounted metallic latex balloons. 
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